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The background of
Man’s attention to
space goes to the
early days of the
human history.

Wishing to fly in the
sky and travel to
space is a common
idea not only in the
myths but also in
human religions.



Kay Kāvus flies in the sky using the
power of the hungry eagles
(Shahnameh-e Ferdowsi, Persian
Epics ).

Religious ascent



Man has paid great attention to
astronomy, mathematics, art and
literature thanks to his interest in
space.

There are many signs and documents
about the attention and interest of
the Iranian poets to space that can
be seen in their works.



Since when
Sputnik orbited
the Earth in
1957, many
thousands of
satellites have
been launched .



Space technology is very important
in our modern life.

Its social, economic, political and
cultural effects are very evident.

…I do not wish to be interrogated in this concern, but
we have invested bUS$ 35 to bUS$ 40 in the space
program, and disregarding the knowledge we have
gained through imaging from space, we have
benefited ten times of what we have invested….

L. Johnson, Former US President



More than 3500
satellites currently
in space

577 bUS$ absorbed
by space
technology in
1998-2002



Satellite data for:

Promotion of knowledge about the
environment, Earth, and the Universe.

New technologies increase new
applications that are beneficial for the
life on Earth.



Functionality of the satellites
Application Satellites

Global positioning Satellites

Earth Observation Satellites

 Scientific and

exploration Satellites

Telecommunication

Satellites



Application Satellites

Weather satellites

to predict storms, hurricanes,

floods, cyclones, tidal waves,

and forest fires



Global positioning Satellites

Navigation



Earth Observation Satellites

Monitoring the

Earth resources



Earth Observation Satellites
Monitoring the Earth resources
Increasing spatial, spectral and temporal resolution

Spatial resolution, under 1 meter

Spectral resolution, multiple spectral bands

Temporal resolution, shortening the repeat time

Mighty-Sat (Hyper spectral)

IKONOS (High resolution)



Earth Observation Satellites
Monitoring the Earth resources
Applying new technologies:

Radar technology such as SAR Interferometry

LIDAR, Laser remote sensing

X-ray remote sensing

Non-electromagnetic remote sensing using gravity and sound
waves

SAR Interferogram generated from ERS data



Earth Observation Satellites
Monitoring the Earth resources
By 2004

The Middle East contributed to 60% of the demand for high-

resolution remote sensing data; it is still increasing

 Most of the countries in the region

benefit their own telecom satellites.

 Israel and Pakistan have their own

Remote Sensing satellites.

 Using telecom and Remote Sensing

satellites in the Far East region is

very widespread.



Scientific and exploration satellites
Hubble Space Telescope

Hubble Space Telescope



Scientific and exploration satellites
Hubble Space Telescope

 Satellites for studying Earth and other planets

Terra Mars Mariner



Scientific and exploration satellites
Hubble Space Telescope

Satellites for studying Earth and other planets

Space Stations such as MIR Space Station
With 130 tons of weight and 15 years of service
16500 different scientific and
application experiments and
creating 600 industrial technologies

International Space Station is now in
service and follows the functions of
MIR Space Station.

MIR Space Station



Telecommunication Satellites
TV broadcasting



Telecommunication Satellites
TV broadcasting

Voice and data



Telecommunication Satellites
TV broadcasting

Voice and data
5200 transponders used in 2000 and

8814 transponders planned to be

used in 2010

Year 2000: 2766 units for TV and

Video broadcasting, 2140 units for

voice and data and 294 for the

Internet

Year 2010: 4661 units for TV and

Video broadcasting, 1763 units for

voice and data and 2390 for the

Internet



An increasing and
promising
attention is
given to the
application of
space
technologies in
recent decade in
Iran.



Iran joins other 17 countries of the world in 1958 to
found the Committee on International Cooperation
in Space. The Committee later changes its name to
the Committee of Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
(COPUOS).

Iran has ever hold its peaceful position on the
applications of space science and technology.

Iran is the continuous contributor to COPUOS
deliberations.



Iran enters the space
applications era in 1969
through establishing Asad
Abad Ground Station by
installing a 30m-diameter
standard A antenna to
connect to the pacific
Intelsat for international
communications.

Mahdasht Satellite Receiving
Station is established in
1972 following the launch
ERTS (Landsat-1). The
Station is among the only 5
stations around the world at
the date.



Telecommunications, TV broadcasting,
remote sensing, navigation, tele-
education, weather forecasting,
environmental modeling, Internet, relief
and rescue, and so on are common
applications of space technology that
have been well spread in Iran.



Environmental Modeling



relief and rescue



In telecommunications,

there are three communications
networks in Iran with more than 1000
ground stations providing voice and
data services to the users.



In telecommunications,

for example

only the number of fixed communication lines from
9,000,000 in year 2000 will grow to 12,000,000 in 2003.

Nearly 1 of 5 of the Iranian population will own a phone line
thanks to the availability of space communication
technology in Iran

The telecommunication network of Iran is one of the greatest
networks in the Middle East.



Institutionalizing the space activities
in the Islamic Republic of Iran,

a vital necessity



The Iranian Remote Sensing Center affiliated to the
Ministry of Telecommunications and Information
Technology in cooperation with the other related
bodies committed to establish the Iranian Space
Agency in February 2004.

Presently the issues concerning the parliamentary
approvals are going on successfully and
promisingly. The Agency has now its Statute.



By the establishment of the Iranian
Space Agency all the space related
activities in the Islamic Republic
of Iran is covered by this
organization.



Thank You


